
 

 

Who We Are: 

Our company goal has always been to provide agricultural implements focused on increasing 
production, efficiency, and sustainability while reducing fuel cost, time, passes, and labor cost 
in the farming sector. We don’t want to just sell a machine; we want to sell a revolutionized 
idea. The sale of a machine is not just about a profit, it is about the overall mechanization of our 
client’s farming operations. Learn more about us here! www.VedaFarming.com  

We are seeking a Sales Representative to become part of our team! 

What We Are Looking For 

We are looking for an individual who is passionate about agricultural advancements, specifically 
in the farming implement sector. The right person will shadow our main representative to learn 
everything there is to know about our machines and how to demonstrate the correct use of 
them to the agricultural world.  

We don’t want your typical sales associate. We want someone who believes in what we sell, 
and who can implement a unique strategy for each unique customer. We value the 
relationships we build with our clients and believe that our machines are unparalleled to others 
in the market. We concentrate in keeping our inventory consistent with the idea of lessened 
fuel, tractor, and labor cost while keeping production, quality and efficiency high.  

Ideal Candidate 

You are passionate about farming and agriculture. Motivation and passion are key for success. 
Experience in agriculture and sales are a plus, if you have passion and willingness to grow we 
are open to helping you do that! 

• Basic computer skills 
• Organized and good at critical thinking 
• Good communication and self-starter 
• Bilingual a plus! 

This is not your typical office job! Travel by vehicle is to be expected. The job takes a lot of hard 
work and determination but if successful worth it! We offer company vehicle, healthcare, and 
401K. Pay is a base salary plus commission.  

 

Please send your resume to customerservice@vedafarming.com  
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